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1. Executive Summary
This technical document was developed with the intention of
presenting our project to the community, as well as to participants
or those interested in understanding more about the Pump Coin
project.
The information presented below has the sole purpose of
providing information to potential investors and future
contractors of our services and, thus, determining whether they
are willing to verify the company with the intention of buying and
participating in the assets related to the Pump projects, also o
Possibility of owning an asset that can achieve an appreciation.
First, we want to make it clear that this document is not written
accordingly, nor subject to any law or regulation of any
jurisdiction that aims to protect investors.
The content of this document can be translated into other
languages, even used to define verbal communication channels, or
written with potential partners, or project collaborators. As a
result of the translation, some of the information contained in this
document may be omitted, corrupted or falsified. In the event of
inconsistencies between any translation or communication, the
official English Whitepaper will prevail over the dissipation as an
original document.
Pump Coin reserves the right to make changes in the future
WhitePaper * Updated versions of the document, will remain
published at http://pumpcoin.tech, and all previously published
versions will be considered invalid in all its intentions and
representations.

2. Introduction
In the history of cryptocurrencies, from the existence of Bitcoin until
today the only event that makes the investor explode with emotion are
the "PUMPS". When thinking about it, our team came up with the idea
to create Pump Coin, a currency to sponsor hundreds of Pumps groups
around the world.
In addition, Pump Coin is a currency geared towards global investors
who like to value their assets frequently. For the first time in the
history of cryptocurrencies we have a currency that will be organized
in the world so that everyone can buy together at the exact moment
that the signal is given in the main group.
We count on you in this project, come surf the waves of Pump!

2.1 Cryptocurrency Project
 What is PUMPCOIN?
PUMPCOIN was born as a growth-oriented cryptocurrency, which is based on the
complete drive of this and other blockchain projects, supported by the PUMP team,
under the payment of our own currency.

 Our Blockchain
PUMP is (100%) open source, with mining and PoS (Proof of Stake) based on the Scrypt
algorithm with a supply limit of 350 million coins. Our Proof of Stake structure is
implemented in favor of our nature, we want to be friendly with it, while offering our
community another healthy way to invest, taking advantage of this to strengthen the
project and receive more people.
The usefulness of the project is based on being the basis of a team to drive growth not
only in our project, but also through the movement of the other Pump coin partner
groups.

3. Pump Coin Utilities
PUMP COIN! That name alone gives ideas and imaginations
in the minds of readers / investors. So let's go to the details
of PUMP COIN Utilities:

3.1 - Global Pump Groups
We know that there are currently thousands of Pumps groups
around the world, on social networks, mainly on Telegram and
Discord. With this in mind, our team will seek to partner with
several Pumps and Signals groups, mainly in exchanges with higher
volumes or active users, such as the large Binance or small ones,
but known as, for example, Crex24. In addition, our main objective
will be to find partners who receive the Pump coin as a monthly fee for participants in
their specific groups. This will be one of our main focuses, as the monthly rate is a
continuous liquidity tool, causing BOMBA's currency to be constantly moved in
exchanges.

3.2 - Participatory Airdrops
The main idea is that the Pumps in the Partner groups are
profitable in Pumpcoin, so that everyone who participates in the
Pumps using above a value agreed by the groups' adms, will earn
a certain value of Pumpcoin. If the deal was to enter 0.1 BTC per
participant of that specific Pump, everyone who entered with 0.1
BTC will receive a certain bonus Pumpcoin value. This will make
global Pumps increasingly voluminous and impactful. For each person who meets the
satoshis goal, will be satisfied with the prize received in Pumpcoin (this includes a
value already involved in the partnership with the ADM of that specific group).

3.3 - Airdrops Exclusives
Pumpcoin will provide an exclusive Group of signals and Pumps as
well, and in this exclusive group, our rewards will be the best of
all. In other words, participate in our Pumps and be a monthly
subscriber to our signals and you will always have an
extraordinary reward in Pumpcoin.

3.4 - Monthly fees Binance Signals
In the group mentioned above, we will work with monthly traders
who will pay their monthly fees in Pumpcoin. You will receive up
to 5 signals daily to be a successful trader through our quality
signals.

3.5 - EXCLUSIVE PUMP SIGNS PUMPCOIN
You may be wondering if it is the same as the topic above, but
this one speaks exclusively of Pumps just for our community, on
several exchanges (including Crex), not forgetting that it will
include the most anticipated, the famous quarterly Pumps in
Pumpcoin that will be the eternal mark to honor the chosen
name that has.

4. Specifications
 Oficcial Name: Pump Coin
 Ticker: PUMP
 Algorithm: Scrypt
 Max Supply: 350 Millions
 PoS: 1% per month
 15 years to reach 350 million Max supply
Github: https://github.com/freakcoderz/pumpcoin/releases

5. Mobile wallet
A mobile digital wallet is a program used to send and receive Bitcoin or
other cryptocurrencies, in addition to also checking and tracking the
balance. The function of a wallet is to store public and private keys and
interact with the blockchain.
A mobile wallet is a program that runs in the format of an application for
a smartphone or tablet. It is very practical to make payments on a daily
basis. However, it is important to note that if the user does not make a
backup of this wallet, he is at risk of losing access to funds in case of loss
of the cell phone or tablet.
The intention to put this information in our Whitepaper, brings the
importance of showing something that many people forget to use,
because, currently, we observe that most investors in
Cryptocurrencies are overconfident in leaving their assets in exchange.
We strongly recommend not to leave Pumpcoin in the Exchanges, just
in case of sending for sale at the same time.
Carefully remembering that exchange is not a wallet. She looks like she
has a wallet, but it's not her wallet.
So we ended this topic by reinforcing. Use Pumpcoin's exclusive
wallets (mobile and computer). Only then will your coins be 100% safe.

6. Road Map
T3 - 2020

T2 - 2020

T4 - 2020

Pre Sale

Expansion of the community in
South America

Official contract with +50 Pump
groups

Crex24 Listing

Launch of the Global Pump Coin
Group

3° Collective Global Pump

Official contract with +15 Pump
groups

Official contract with +30 Pump
groups

3° Pump into PUMPCOIN

1° Collective Global Pump

2ª Exchange

3ª Exchange

1° Pump into PUMPCOIN

2° Collective Global Pump

Coin Market Cap Listing

Mobile Wallet

2° Pump into PUMPCOIN

T1 - 2021

Community expansion in
Asia
Official contract with
+70 Pump groups
4° Colletive Global Pump

T2 - 2021

T3 - 2021

6° Colletive Global Pump

Community expansion in
África
Official contract with
+150 Pump groups
7° Colletive Pump Global

4° Pump into PUMPCOIN

6° Pump into PUMPCOIN

7° Pump into PUMPCOIN

4ª Exchange

6ª Exchange

7ª Exchange

5° Colletive Global Pump
5° Pump na PUMPCOIN
5ª Exchange

Community expansion in
Europe
Official contract with
+100 Pump groups

T4 - 2021

7. LINKS
Link
 Website: http://Pumpcoin.tech
 Github: https://github.com/freakcoderz/pumpcoin/releases
 Explorer: http://explorer.pumpcoin.tech/

Social
 Twitter: https://twitter.com/PumpCoin2020?s=08
 Telegram: http://t.me/pumpcoin2020
 Discord: https://discord.gg/cJ7Cpz

"We will have the same strength as the Bull that did that
with Bitcoin in 2017"

